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SURF SHOP
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- SURF SHOP -
 It all started in 1952 when founder 
John Hochstein wanted to start a surf com-
pany that was affordable and made quality 
surf boards for all to enjoy. One year later 
his dream come true by opening up his surf 
shop in Sydney, Australia. It’s located on 42 
Wallabe Way on the boardwalk near the Bay 
of Gundy. 
 Twin Fin is a family-owned busi-
ness. The current owner is named Alicia 
Lewis. She has made small transformations 
to company by having it be more environ-
mentally friendly and adding the option of 
creating a custom surf board for a 

TWITTER: @TWINFIN TWINFIN.COM FACEBOOK : TWIN FIN

small fee. By having it be environmentally 
friendly, the company is taking extreme 
matters by investing time and money to 
obtain recyclable products such as bags, 
graphic tees and even swimsuits. 
Business is booming more than ever due to 
the efforts of creating a custom surf board 
option to the company. Many customers find 
it easy to use and say it adapts well to their 
surfing needs. 
 In 2003, the surf shop went through 
a renovation by making it more modern and 
appealing to their demographic. The com-
pany added plasma TV’s and a  radio

system tuned to the current hit music sta-
tions. 
 By creating the visual identity guide 
for the company, it will help establish brand 
awareness and recognition. It has been 
said by Lewis that she plans to expand her 
company to the United States in places like 
Florida, California and Hawaii to gain more 
business internationally. 
 To contact the store visit its website, 
Twitter or facebook, which is located at the 
bottom of this page. Visit Twin Fin today. 
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Surfing

Australia

Millennials 

Diverse

Affordable

Twin Fin is a surf shop located in Australia. The brand sells not only custom made surf boards, 
but also surfing accessories and swimsuits. It has been said that its brand has been rated the best 
surf shop in Australia. 

The perfect location for a surf company is in Sydney, Australia due to its scenic environment 
and the strong desire for many to surf. The beaches are always flooded with people and there is 
the perfect surfing weather for all to enjoy. 

The target audience for the brand is millennials that have a passion to plunge into the deep, blue 
sea. Twin Fin wants its brand to appeal to the younger audience and gain awareness for those 
between the ages of 19-28. 

Even though its staff has the love for surfing and the beach in common, it takes pride in hiring a 
diverse sales associates who obtain different qualities, stories and characterise for customers to 
relate to upon entering the store. 

Since it is targeting millennials, it wants our brand to not only to be appealing, but also have an af-
fordable price tag. Twin Fin is considered one of the most affordable surf shops on the coast. 
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Innovative

Knowledgeable

Personable

Prime

Reliable

To be innovative means to be different and stray to the unknown. By having a custom surf 
board shop and sale important surf accessories makes the company stand out from the others. 

The staff is knowledgeable about everything it sells within its shop due to monthly exams we 
have them take as well as their passion for the sport. It hires the best of the best. 

In order to achieve the sale of a product, the staff  must obtain the most important quality- cus-
tomer service. Without being friendly it will not gain customers, which means its workers must 
always bring a smile to their shift. 

It is located in a prime location on the Australian beach for locals or even tourist. The company 
shop has almost something for an individual to find useful. 

Its products are attached with a warranty to reassure our customer. It also produce quantity over 
quantity. 
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- SURF SHOP -TWIN
FIN

®BASELINE

WIDTH OF LOGO

WIDTH FROM LOGO 
2.5 pt

5 pt

The symbol should never be smaller 
than its actual size. The dimensions 
read 5 points in diameter and 2.5 
points width. Twin Fin takes pride in 
having its brand registered. 

TWIN  
FIN

®

WIDTH FROM LOGO 

5 pt
BASELINE

2.5 pt
WIDTH OF LOGO 

REGISTRATION MARK
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Primary Typeface
BIRTH OF A HERO 18 Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmopqrstuvwxyz
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OVERVIEW
Color is a form of expression; a way for a business to make a statement for itself in a bold 
manner. Color illustrates attitude and promotes brand recognition. Twin Fin’s powerful 
primary company colors, teal and orange, reinforce the essence of the brand. The other 
three colors displayed are used to enhance the beauty of the oceanic atmosphere and 
bring the brand to life for our consumer. The brand wants its constumers to indulge 
themselves in the world of surfing. By incorporating the colors and its meaning can 
help grasp a better understanding of who and what we are. 

SYMBOLISM 
Tan-Replicates the smooth sand beneath your feet and wedged between your toes. 
Yellow-Stands for the rays beaming upon your skin during a summers day. 
Orange-Shows the beach horizon as far as the eye can see. 
Teal- Illustrates the Australian clear sky.
Navy- Creates an image of the deep blue sea awaiting to be plunged into. 
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Color Chart

PRIMARY COLORS PANTONE CMYK RGB

TAN

YELLOW

ORANGE

TEAL

NAVY

C1 M12 Y18 K0

C0 M30 Y100 K0

C3 M54 Y81 K0

C100 M0 Y40 K0

C100 M90 Y10 K02

R250 G225 B204

R253 G185 B19

R239 G139 B70

R0 G170 B173

R37 G64 B143

Use teal and orange only for the brands logo. Navy and yellow are complimentary colors for the logo. Only use the tan coloring for font colors against the navy backdrop.  The color’s have a whisical oce-
anic theme and would like to stay true to its brand. Use only these colors to create a contrast when reverse signature appear on screen. 

PMS 162

PMS 137

PMS 158

PMS 326

PMS 662
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ALICIA MARIE LEWIS
42 Wallabe Way 
Sydney, Australia 88709

- SURF SHOP -
TWINFIN ®
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-SURF SHOP-
42 Walabe Way
Sydney, Australia

Oluptat harchit am id ea volor si at fugit, 
in preptius mollabo repudae non et adiae 
pore nonestor aut quo cupta ipidel erum et 
rempor atur adignieni od minimagnis am 
apitatur? Dus conecti dolupti busdaer itatur 
molum verum ipsam, non et qui dem volest 
pelecea simolore nem doluptum rem. Et que 
pellorrorro voluptaApellit volupti dolenima 
dit officat utendem quasitibus et im et pro 
dolupta voluptas cusa dolupta tiosam volor 
a postiusdae. Nem fugit lab ipsa sitempore-
rio commolo reperio totat.
Adis aut voluptatur? Pitatio rerferibus,

Volupta culla

Uptat dol-
ecepe nam 
vernaturia sa

ENVELOPE

TWINFIN ®

-SURF SHOP-
42 Walabe Way
Sydney, Australia

Aximus estrum sapiciis aut quiatem 
et eum quis et is quis nis dolore et 
repudit, simus dendit ut eaquati

Brand Materials



- SURF SHOP -
TWIN FIN

42 Wallabe Way
Sydney, Australia

Twin Fin takes pride in being environmentally friendly by 
having each store bag made from recyclable water bottles 
and notebook paper. The bag is durable, comes in a variety 
of sizes and has easy grip handles to carry without struggle. 
Twin Fin encourages shoppers to recycle their bag or reuse it 
for their next shopping experience. 
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- SURF SHOP -
TWINFIN

G
raphic

Tee
The graphic tees are made up from 100 percent 
cotton and are supplied from company Tees 
for Me. The shirt can be purchased online or 
at any store location. Note: our workers must 
wear a company shirt to support the brand. 

ABOUT THE GRAPHIC TEE
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Chocka 
by TWINFIN ®
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The
Product
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Chocka is an enticing cologne that men 
crave. The oceanic smells brings a subtle, 
yet bold, statement for all to enjoy. The 
bottle is made from drift wood that washed 
upon the shores from the Pacific Ocean. 
It’s sure to be the perfect gift for him this 
season.  

1.5 Fl OZ 2.5 Fl OZ

Chocka
by TWIN FIN ®

Chocka
by TWIN FIN ®

ABOUT THE COLOGNE
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Ride the wave
and get 50% off surf gear. 

- SURF SHOP -
TWINFIN® 
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www.TWINFIN.com 



TWIN FIN
- SURF SHOP -

SEARCH

ONLINE BANNER
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42 Wallabe Way 
Sydney, Australia 88507 



THE 
BILLBOARD

Anita Alfhild is our Norwegian swimsuit model for our bill-
board of the 2011-2012 year. She is modeling Twin Fin’s spring 
collection called “Summer Romance.” Our billboard is located 
off Sydney’s highly populated highway to create traffic to the 
surf shop. 
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ABOUT THE BILLBOARD
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Swimwear
our

+65 7898-0034



 By :  A licia Lewis


